OPIT-wiki is for sharing information about Learning and Student Information Systems in Aalto. On these pages you find information about our trainings and supported software and platforms in addition to teaching cases. The content is in English or Finnish. See also Aalto University's evaluations of cloud services at Aalto Cloud Info.

Teacher services contact info (aalto.fi, needs logging) https://www.aalto.fi/services/teacher-services

General guidelines for teachers
- Videoiden saavutettavuus 23.9.2020 alkaen
- Instructions and tips for distant teaching and learning during Coronavirus epidemic
- Personal data protection instructions for teachers
- Opetuksen tietosuojaa opettajille

System instructions
- MyCourses
- Aalto OpenLearning
- TurnItIn
- Presemo
- Blogs
- Panopto
- Adobe Connect (Funct)
- Course feedback
- IRC
- EXAM
- Zoom
- eAge / Nintex
- Asio
- Opi Analyzer
- MoveON
- Vihta
- Oodi HELP
- Sisu
- AIMO

Training and projects
- Training
- Video Library project